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Get hands-on training on any web crawling/scraping tool and uses of web scraping in the real-time industry KEY FEATURES ? Includes numerous use-cases on the use of web scraping for industrial
applications. ? Learn how to automate web scraping tasks. ? Explore ready-made syntaxes of Python scripts to run web scraping. DESCRIPTION A Python Guide for Web Scraping is a book that will give
information about the importance of web scraping using Python. It includes real-time examples of web scraping. It implies the automation use cases of web scraping as well. It gives information about the
different tools and libraries of web scraping so that readers get a wide idea about the features and existence of web scraping. In this book, we started with the basics of Python and its syntactical information.
We briefed about the use cases and features of Python. We have explained the importance of Python in automation systems. Furthermore, we have added information about real-time industrial examples. We
have concentrated and deep-dived into Python’s importance in web scraping, explained the different tools and their usages. We have explained the real-time industrial domain-wise use cases for web
scraping. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN ? Explore the Python syntax and key features of using Python for web scraping. ? Usage of Python in the web scraping tasks and how to automate scraping. ? How to use
different libraries and modules of Python. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is basically for data engineers and data programmers who have a basic knowledge of Python and for the readers who want to
learn about web scraping projects for industries. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Python Basics 2. Use Cases of Python 3. Automation Using Python 4. Industrial Automation-Python 5. Web Scraping 6. Web
Scraping and Necessity 7. Python - Web Scraping and Different Tools 8. Automation in Web Scraping 9. Use Cases-Web Scraping 10. Industrial Benefits of Web Scraping
Anyone with programming experience can learn how to write an iPhone app. But if you want to build a great app, there's a lot more to it than simple coding: you also need to know how design and market your
creation. This easy-to-follow guide walks you through the entire process, from sketching out your idea to promoting the finished product. Get to know the tools for developing your iPhone app Design a great
app before you start coding Build a complex app with Xcode and Interface Builder Decide how to brand your app-then beta-test that brand in the real world Learn the inside scoop on how to get your app into
the App Store Promote your product, track sales, and build a strong customer following
The James Beard-nominated food writer revamps the slow cooker for the modern home cook, providing ingenious ideas and more than 100 delicious recipes for maximizing this favorite time-saving kitchen
appliance and making it easier than ever to use. Sarah DiGregorio shares the nostalgia most of us feel when it comes to slow cookers. Her first memory of slow-cooker cooking is her grandmother’s pot
roast. While these handy devices have been time savers for incredibly busy lives, traditional slow cooker food is sometimes underwhelming. Now, Sarah, an experienced food professional, has reinvented
slow cooking for a generation that cooks for fun and flavor, taking a fresh approach to reclaim this versatile tool without sacrificing quality or taste. For Sarah, it’s not just about getting dinner on the table—it’s
about using a slow cooker to make fabulous dinners like herb oil poached shrimp or the most perfect sticky toffee pudding for dessert. It’s about rethinking how to use this magic appliance—such as throwing a
biryani dinner party with the slow cooker at the center of the table. Showcasing a beautiful, engaging design, inviting color photographs, and 105 original, innovative recipes thoroughly tested in a variety of
brands of slow cookers, Adventures in Slow Cooking provides a repertoire of delicious food for any time of day. Inside you’ll find ideas for flavorful sweet and savory slow cooker dishes, including: Whipped
Feta, Red Pepper and Olive Dip Granola with Pistachios, Coconut and Cardamom Savory Overnight Oatmeal with Bacon, Scallions and Cheddar Turkey-Spinach Meatballs Stuffed with Mozzarella Spicy
Kimchi and Pork Ramen Orange, Olive and Fennel Chicken Tagine Daal with Mango and Mustard Seeds Farro Bowl with Smoked Salmon, Yogurt, and Everything-Bagel Spice Oxtail and Short Rib Pho Corn,
Mushroom and Zucchini Tamales Proper Red Sauce Eggplant Parm Peach-Orange Blossom Jam Matcha-White Chocolate Pots de Crème Cardamom-Molasses Apple Upside-Down Cake Star Anise-Black
Pepper Hot Toddy Sarah also provides ingenious tips and tricks that will help cooks get the most out of today’s slow cookers, and have them saying, "I never knew my slow cooker could do that!" With a
foreword by Grant Achatz, a modernist chef and huge advocate of the slow cooker, Adventures in Slow Cooking makes this convenient appliance an indispensable tool for the modern kitchen.
Imagine having your house clean in eight minutes flat. Yes, it is possible! Courtenay Hartford is all about working smarter, not harder. She shows readers how to get their homes that kind of sparkly clean that
they’ve only dreamed about and do it with time leftover for all the real life-living that you want to do. Courtenay’s tips and tricks help readers make their lives easier with clever shortcuts and daily, monthly
and super-mega all-inclusive deep cleaning checklists. These tips help with actual real-life cleaning situations that you face everyday — like how to rescue a messy house in 8 minutes flat (hint: there are only
a few surfaces in your house that really matter here!) as well as which steps in your laundry routine you really can skip to make tackling Mount Dirtyclothes so much speedier and that you really don’t need
most of the cleaning products in your cupboard. Tackle your toughest cleaning jobs in some of the dirtiest rooms in your home with quick, helpful, realistic tips with this fun, easy-to-read guide.
This book contains Massachusetts Uniform State Plumbing Code, 248 CMR for the all plumbing related codes for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Introduction to Technical Mathematics, Fifth Edition, has been thoroughly revised and modernized with up-to-date applications, an expanded art program, and new pedagogy to help today's readers relate to
the mathematics in today's world. The new edition continues to provide a thorough review of arithmetic and a solid foundation in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. In addition to thousands of exercises, the
examples and problems in this text include a wealth of applications from various technological fields: electronics, mechanics, civil engineering, forestry, architecture, industrial engineering and design, physics,
chemistry, and computer science. To enhance your course, the fifth edition is now available with Addison-Wesley's MathXL® and MyMathLab™ technologies. Signed Numbers; Units of Measurement and
Approximate Numbers; Introduction to Algebra; Simple Equations and Inequalities; Graphs; Introduction to Geometry; Simultaneous Linear Equations; Factoring; Algebraic Fractions; Exponents, Roots and
Radicals; Quadratic Equations; Exponential and Logarithmic Functions; Right Triangle Trigonometry; Oblique Triangles and Vectors; Graphs of Trigonometric Functions; Complex Numbers; Introduction to
Data Analysis. For all readers interested in Technical Mathematics.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true
to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The fun and easy way to repair anything and everything around the house For anyone who's ever been frustrated by repair shop rip-offs, this guide shows how to troubleshoot and fix a wide range of
household appliances-lamps, vacuum cleaners, washers, dryers, dishwashers, garbage disposals, blenders, radios, televisions, and even computers. Packed with step-by-step illustrations and easy-to-follow
instructions, it's a must-have money-saver for the half of all homeowners who undertake do-it-yourself projects.
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The iPod is a harbinger of a revolution in product design: innovation that targets customer emotion, self-image, and fantasy, not just product function. Read the hidden stories behind BodyMedia's SenseWear
body monitor, Herman Miller's Mirra Chair, Swiffer's mops, OXO's potato peelers, Adidas' intelligent shoes, the new Ford F-150 pickup truck, and many other winning innovations. Meet the innovators,
learning how they inspire and motivate their people, as they shepherd their visions through corporate bureaucracy to profitable reality. The authors deconstruct the entire process of design innovation,
showing how it really works, and how today's smartest companies are innovating more effectively than ever before.
Covers models manufactured through 1998.
How you can fix the most common problems with the most common dryers, including: Whirlpool/Kenmore, GE/Hotpoint/JC Penney, Maytag, Frigidaire, Norge, Gibson, Kelvinator, Westinghouse, Montgomery
Ward/Signature, Speed Queen/Amana, and many more.
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on eBay in such categories as antiques, boats, books, cameras, coins, collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate, stamps, tickets, and video games.
For Fluid Mechanics courses found in Civil and Environmental, General Engineering, and Engineering Technology and Industrial Management departments. Fluid Mechanics is intended to provide a
comprehensive guide to a full understanding of the theory and many applications of fluid mechanics. The text features many of the hallmark pedagogical aids unique to Hibbeler texts, including its studentfriendly, clear organisation. The text supports the development of student problem-solving skills through a large variety of problems, representing a broad range of engineering disciplines that stress practical,
realistic situations encountered in professional practice, and provide varying levels of difficulty. The text offers flexibility in that basic principles are covered in chapters 1-6, and the remaining chapters can be
covered in any sequence without the loss of continuity. Updates to the 2nd Edition result from comments and suggestions from colleagues, reviewers in the teaching profession, and many of the author's
students, and include expanded topic coverage and new Example and Fundamental Problems intended to further students' understanding of the theory and its applications.
A pocket guide on how to remove stains from fabric by Leisure Arts

The New Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day is a fully revised and updated edition of the bestselling, ground-breaking, and revolutionary approach to bread-making--a perfect gift for foodies
and bakers! With more than half a million copies of their books in print, Jeff Hertzberg and Zoë François have proven that people want to bake their own bread, so long as they can do it easily
and quickly. Based on fan feedback, Jeff and Zoë have completely revamped their first, most popular, and now-classic book, Artisan Bread in Five Minutes a Day. Responding to their
thousands of ardent fans, Jeff and Zoë returned to their test kitchens to whip up more delicious baking recipes. They've also included a gluten-free chapter, forty all-new gorgeous color
photos, and one hundred informative black-and-white how-to photos. They've made the "Tips and Techniques" and "Ingredients" chapters bigger and better than ever before, and included
readers' Frequently Asked Questions. This revised edition also includes more than thirty brand-new recipes for Beer-Cheese Bread, Crock-Pot Bread, Panini, Pretzel Buns, Apple-Stuffed
French Toast, and many more. There's nothing like the smell of freshly baked bread to fill a kitchen with warmth, eager appetites, and endless praise. Now, using Jeff and Zoë's innovative
technique, you can create bread that rivals those of the finest bakers in the world in just five minutes of active preparation time.
A beautiful book that not only helps families develop traditions based on the significance of Thanksgiving, but also builds a foundation of gratefulness in their lives.
The New Global Marketing: Local Adaptation for Sustainability and Profit discusses the ways that marketing managers can assess the potential for global expansion and help their firms
capitalize on opportunities. The book explores which companies and products should expand internationally, what countries offer the best opportunities, and which marketing plan will lead
each product or company to success. The material adapts well-established frameworks to demonstrate how the global marketer can assess company strengths and weaknesses and analyze
opportunities and risks in foreign markets. It discusses the proper balance between standardization and localization, and addresses the importance of the "triple" bottom line - environmental
sustainability, social fairness, and financial performance. Students also learn about bottom-of-the-pyramid markets, the role of digital global marketing, and the importance of adapting to
international political, social, and environmental pressures. Featuring more than twenty original case studies, The New Global Marketing is an excellent introduction to what it really takes to
succeed as a global marketer. Written for students with some marketing education and exposure to international business, the book is ideally suited to upper-level business courses and
M.B.A. programs.
Publisher's description: This book effectively conveys the key concepts of equilibrium chemistry, particularly as they apply to natural and engineered aquatic systems. The coverage is rigorous
and thorough, but the author assumes little prior knowledge of chemistry on the part of the readers, and writes in a style that is easily accessible to students.
Clean My SpaceThe Secret to Cleaning Better, Faster, and Loving Your Home Every DayPenguin
The book you were waiting for to learn how to develop a website ! ? 100% Beginners centered How to create your web pages with HTML ? How to format your pages with CSS ? How to
customize your website with Javascrit ? So don't wait any longer and get this comprehensive guide to start developing your website now !
In Search of the Good Life Have you ever felt that your life--and budget--is spiraling out of control? Do you sometimes wish you could pull yourself together but wonder exactly how to manage
all the scattered pieces of a chaotic life? Is it possible to find balance??? In a word, yes.?? Ruth Soukup knows firsthand how stressful an unorganized life and budget can be. Through
personal stories, biblical truth, and practical action plans, she will inspire you to make real and lasting changes to your personal goals, home, and finances. With honesty and the wisdom of
someone who has been there, Ruth will help you: * Discover your "sweet spot"--that place where your talents and abilities intersect. * Take back your time and schedule by making simple
shifts in your daily habits. * Reduce stress in your home and family by clearing out the clutter. * Stop busting your budget and learn to cut your grocery bill in half. Who Needs This Book? Living
Well, Spending Less was written to bring hope and encouragement to every woman who currently feels overwhelmed or stressed with a life--and budget--that feels out of control. It speaks to
the mom trying to juggle all the demands of a busy life with the pressure to keep up with those around her. It is a practical guide for those of us who often long to pull ourselves together but
don't always know how. It is real, honest, packed with practical tips, and speaks to the heart of the matter--how can we live the life we've always wanted? Want to know if this book is for you? *
Do you ever find yourself comparing your life to those around you? * Have you ever wished for the courage to follow your dreams? * Do you ever struggle to stay organized or get things done?
* Have you ever felt loaded down with stuff you don't really need....or even really want? * Do you ever struggle to keep your finances on track? * Do you sometimes long for deeper, more
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authentic relationships in your life? If the answer to any of these questions is YES, this book provides real and practical solutions from someone who has been there. Ruth doesn't just offer
advice, she walks it with you, and shares with brutal honesty her own mistakes, failures, and shortcomings. It is encouraging, motivating, and life-changing. What Others Are Saying: "An
incredible book that will teach you how to spend smart without compromising a great life. Ruth's stories and practical advice will make you want to be a better mother, wife, sister, and friend."
--RACHEL CRUZE, coauthor with Dave Ramsey of Smart Money Smart Kids "Ruth knows firsthand how mamas like us live crazy busy lives, and she steps in as a friend to help us manage
and love every minute of it. She offers her best tips for gaining control over the chaos with wisdom-based insights on all things thrifty and family. I'll be reading it again and again!" --RENEE
SWOPE, bestselling author of A Confident Heart
This brand new guide book is a comprehensive overview of establishing joint ventures in China. It details all applicable decision making processes such as assessing your potential partner, choosing the
relevant JV structure, conducting legal and financial due diligence. The guide contains complete JV contract and articles of association as well as an overview of JV law, details negotiation issues, land use
rights, IP Protection and technology transfer, in addition to tips on staff hiring and HR. It also describes the tax and audit responsibilities in addition to buying out a JV partner and liquidations. It is a concise,
detailed yet pragmatic guide of use to anyone considering or owning a JV in China.
The wildly popular YouTube star behind Clean My Space presents the breakthrough solution to cleaning better with less effort Melissa Maker is beloved by fans all over the world for her completely reengineered approach to cleaning. As the dynamic new authority on home and living, Melissa knows that to invest any of our precious time in cleaning, we need to see big, long-lasting results. So, she
developed her method to help us get the most out of our effort and keep our homes fresh and welcoming every day. In her long-awaited debut book, she shares her revolutionary 3-step solution: • Identify the
most important areas (MIAs) in your home that need attention • Select the proper products, tools, and techniques (PTT) for the job • Implement these new cleaning routines so that they stick Clean My Space
takes the chore out of cleaning with Melissa’s incredible tips and cleaning hacks (the power of pretreating!) her lightning fast 5-10 minute “express clean” routines for every room when time is tightest, and
her techniques for cleaning even the most daunting places and spaces. And a big bonus: Melissa gives guidance on the best non-toxic, eco-conscious cleaning products and offers natural cleaning solution
recipes you can make at home using essential oils to soothe and refresh. With Melissa’s simple groundbreaking method you can truly live in a cleaner, more cheerful, and calming home all the time.
Simply Canning - Survival Guide to Safe Home Canning. Do you know the most important information for safe home canning? Do you have the assurance that you won't poison your children? Simply Canning
will lead you step by step through the most important safety information. Safety First! If you are a beginning canner and are not sure where to start, Simply Canning is for you. This canning guide is designed
to boost your understanding of canning principals and safety, and make your canning a success. Simple Steps Canning Guide is a guide that will: Give you essential information you need for safe, successful
and fun home canning. Give you confidence and peace of mind.... we all love peace of mind. What you will learn: Basics - so what is it that processing actually does? Choosing your food and canning
methods- Which canning method should you use, and more importantly which ones to NOT use Canners -How to use both Water Bath and Pressure Canners. Equipment - What else do you need? Hand
tools, Specialty tools. What is essential and what is just plain handy. The Big Day- Tips to make canning day go smoothly. Preparation is the key to stress-free success. When the job is done. How to check
your seals, store your jars and equipment. What to do if you have jars that don't turn out quite right Recipes for both waterbath and pressure canning many basic foods.
For those who carry energetic burdens that belong to someone else. With more than 24 proven ways to clear your energy field, this guide employs empowering, proactive techniques to manage your own
energy. Including a chapter on the psychology of empathy by Dr. Caron Goode, the author presents her personal story of how she learned to psychically protect herself.
This Book portrays God's calling of an Afro-American lad from the segregated Southern USA, in 1957, and elevated him and his wife, Dorothy, to become two of the most outstanding Black Pioneer
Missionaries in World Missions, today! They have evangelized and planted churches in over 95 countries, and even more extensively, in the 23 countries where Christians in Action Missions has ministries.
You will experience glimpes of fifty years of the Taylor's life and ministry, beginning with Elgin's call to missions in 1957, while in the USMarines. It Moves to their service as the First Black Missionaries to
Japan, 1959-64; Elgin Pastored, studied Japanese, and attended The University of Maryland, earned his BA degree, and later earned his MTh in California. Dorothy, a high school teacher, taught at Okinawa
Christian School and ran the youth ministry. They transferred to Nigeria, Africa, but due to a civil war, were evacuated to London, England, where they founded a Bible College, an Evangelical Church, and
directed CinA's Europe, Africa, and India Ministries for 15 years. Returning to America,1980, they worked at the US Center for World Missions, Pasadena, CA with Dr Ralph Winters. In 1982, Elgin was
elected CEO of CinA Missions International, (the only known Afro-American Director of a multi-ethnic, international, cross curtural ministry during this time). The book closes, with the spotlight on their present
involvement in Ghana, West Africa, where they lead medical/outreach teams, build churches and schools, bore fresh water wells, and hold leadership seminars.They were appointed Chief and Queen Mother
in the Broang Ahafo Region by the King, Ohmahene Okatakayie Kodom IV, in 2001. Today, they are blessed with much remaining fruit, in both the low places of the streets, to the palaces of Kings, to God be
the Glory!
I have physical scars from past surgeries, however, I have emotional scars as well. They were buried deep inside (hidden). It wasn't until my mother died was I able to "catch my breath" and to make sense of
or process the emotional pain I had endured due to her prescription drug addiction, resulting in my own addictions.
The NEW recipe book that readers are describing as "The Perfect Guide for my Stand Mixer Ice Cream Maker Attachment." This expansive 245 page recipe book is a MUST HAVE for anyone with a stand
mixer interested in homemade decadence and frozen desserts. Think you know ice cream? Once you try these ice cream, gelato, frozen yogurt, sorbet and dessert cocktail recipes, you'll realize that you had
NO IDEA how amazing these frozen desserts could be. The stand mixer is an incredibly versatile appliance. This quick & easy to use guide and recipes book will show you how to make the most out of your
ice cream maker attachment. These 100 recipes offer great variety and reliability and are sure fire crowd pleasers. Enjoy incredible flavors and cool off without all of the added junk that is in store bought ice
cream and desserts. Here is the summary of recipes you will learn how to prepare like a pro in this comprehensive homemade ice cream book. These ice cream, gelato, frozen yogurt, and sorbet recipes are
FUN, EASY, and AMAZING. We've included most of the POPULAR recipes people search for: IN THIS ICE CREAM RECIPE BOOK, YOU WILL FIND: ICE CREAM RECIPES - Chocolate Mousse, Chunky
Chocolate Mint, Va-Va Voom Vanilla Ice Cream, S'mores, Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough, and so much more. GELATO RECIPES - Chocolate Cheesecake Gelato, Banana Cream, Salted Toffee, Marvelous
Mango, and on and on. FROZEN YOGURT RECIPES - Triple Chocolate Fudge Brownie, Black Forest, Watermelon, Caramel Nut Crunch, Maple Cayenne Lemonade...you just won't believe all of the
incredible options! SORBET RECIPES - Strawberry, Lemon, Mango Lime, Dark Chocolate, one amazing sorbet after the other. ADULTS ONLY - Pina Colada, White Russian Gelato, "Old Fashioned" Vanilla
Whiskey, Irish Cream, Gin & Juice Yogurt, don't get TOO carried away but there simply isn't a more enjoyable way to imbibe. Utilizing your stand mixer like a pro will completely change your Summer. You
invested in it, get the most out of it. Don't let it just sit there in your kitchen. Use it! Those who will try your frozen desserts that you prepare with this book will beg you to open up your own store. You will NOT
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regret buying Lily's My Stand Mixer Ice Cream Maker Cookbook: 100 Deliciously Simple Homemade Recipes Using Your 2 Quart Stand Mixer Attachment for Frozen Fun! AND, as an added BONUS...you'll
get the Kindle version for free when you buy the paperback on Amazon.
Alexander Campbell. Among those who fought to restore New Testament Christianity in the 1800s, there is perhaps no one more influential. He was an able writer, preacher, and debater. But he was also a
polarizing figure - a hero to some and a heteric to others. The works in this book cover all these aspects of Alexander Campbell's life.Be enthralled by the account of the uninformed hostility that led to his
arrest. Come to a better understanding of what made him such an effective speaker. Feel the power of his pen as he completely exposes the Book of Mormon for the fraud that it is. Learn at his feet as he
logically deduces the nature and origin of demons.Alexander Campbell's Tour in Scotland Alexander Campbell as a Preacher Delusions: An Analysis of the Book of Mormon Demonology
A detailed chronology of developmental milestones drives this life study of koalas, including their habitats, physical features, and conservation measures taken to protect these arboreal marsupials.
Real Skills for Real Life From keeping your home clean and in good repair to preparing your own food, self-sufficiency rocks. Having an understanding of the domestic arts gives you a sense of control over
your life. These skills also help you save money, not by chasing deals, but by teaching the principle of the mantra: Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without. Life skills are the essence of frugality.
Whether you just moved out of your parent's basement or you cut the apron strings a while ago, you'll learn the skills you need to manage your household. Inside you?ll find: Quick, easy cleaning solutions for
every room of the house, so you can get the job done and get on with life Instructions for removing stubborn stains and offensive odors from fabric Simple fixes to wardrobe malfunctions including broken
zippers, missing buttons, and fallen hemlines Troubleshooting advice for common problems with home appliances A minimum home maintenance guide to prevent or catch major repair problems A basic
plumbing tutorial that includes clearing and preventing clogs, stopping a running toilet and retrieving items dropped down a drain Ideas for healthy and fast meal planning so you can start cooking and stop
relying on takeout or preservative-packed convenience food Definitions of common cooking terms and techniques found in recipes Plans for stocking a pantry so you can make dinner (even if you haven't
been grocery shopping in a week) and be prepared when disaster strikes A complete rundown of essential kitchen equipment from knives to pans to small appliances Equip yourself with the skills you need
for everyday life.
A collection of graphs, charts, measurements, chemical recipes, nomographs and other essential reference data, compiled by the engineers and scientists of AT & T Bell Laboratories. The book furnishes
quick answers to questions on the design, development, processing and manufacture of reliable semiconductors. A comprehensive table of physical constants is also provided.
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